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Welcome to the first issue of Termly
Newsletter
We are excited to present our inaugural issue which features
the exciting journey over the last three months.
There are so many interesting experiences that your child has
learnt and our newsletter is just one way we can share that
information.
If you have ideas and comments to share, feel free to let us
know. It’s the way we can improve.
We hope you enjoy reading and look forward to your
sharing.

Mission Statement
We are committed to:


providing a quality and holistic
programme for every child in
partnership with families and
communities



nurturing creativity and Good
Shepherd values in a loving
and safe environment

God Bless!

TERM 2

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Vision

21 Mar

Term 2 Begins

25 Mar

Public Holiday—Good Friday

28 Mar

Easter Monday Celebrations

22 Apr

Foundress Day

A place where compassionate
hearts and creative young minds
flourish

1 May

Public Holiday—Labour Day

2 May

Public Holiday—(Monday after Labour Day)

23 May

Public Holiday—Vesak Day

25 & 26 May

Parent Teacher Conference

28 May—27 Jun Term Break

Core Values
• Respect
• Gratitude
• Compassion
• Integrity
• Teamwork
• Zeal

Our Activities

January 2016
The Sisters from Angolia visited and
performed for the children.
They also spent time with the children in
the classes.

A group of volunteers, Mr Andrew Tan and
his friends came to help in our Gardening
Project. Thanks a bunch!!
Thanks a bunch!!

The school had their first
Fire Drill for the children
on 7 and 8 March 2016
A morning Assembly was
conducted to teach the
children what to expect and
do during the Fire Drill.
It was a smooth transition
for both the sessions.
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Public Registration for classes in 2017 on 5 March

Pre Nursery

The children from the Pre-Nursery programme started school on
4th January 2016.
The first three days were filled with anxiety for both children and
parents.
A variety of activities such as the following were organised for
the children:
Dough Play
Indoor and Outdoor Play
Music and Movement
Art and Craft
After the first week , most children were more familiar and
settled in. Parents were both happy and relieved.
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I love to help out in showering the
kids because it gives me an opportunity to spend time with my
daughter. I also have the privilege
to get to know my daughter's
friends. It's a good time to bond
while everyone is having fun!
Candy Tan (Violet Class Parent)

I love children and education is also my
line of work. When MKG opened its door
for volunteering at its water play session,
without much thinking I registered myself.
It's been a wonderful experience to be
part of the joyful and warm ambience of
MKG."
Mrs Widarbrata (Sunflower Class Parent)

I am glad to be a parent volunteer. I assist the teachers during the students'
water play sessions at the school pool. Nurturing a child is not the sole
responsibility of the teacher. As a parent I have in fact a greater role to play and
to be able to participate directly in this process during school based activities has
been a most joyful and enriching experience. Through my
volunteer work I have also witnessed at first hand the dedication of the teachers
at Marymount. This has affirmed that the decision to enrol
our daughter at Marymount Kindergarten is the right one.
I will definitely continue as a parent volunteer!
Rosalind Sng (Orchid Class Parent)

Doctor’s Talk
In conjunction with the K1 theme on Occupations, Dr Koh who is a parent of one
the children in the K1 programme gave a talk to the children on 26 Feb regarding
the work of a doctor.
She also taught the children the importance of a healthy body, proper steps in hand
washing ad showed the children the tools used by doctors. The children also had
the opportunity to examine the equipment and did a pretend play session.
Dr Koh also reassured the children not to be anxious or afraid when they consult a
doctor.

Policeman in School
Two police officers, Azri and Victoria came to school to share with the children
from the K1 programme the roles and responsibilities of a police officer.
The children also had fun exploring the police car. They were taught the different
types of tools used by the police officers.
Both officers were friendly and the children enjoyed the talk.
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Activities in school

The children practised hard for the Chinese New Year Lion dance

Chinese Garden Outing
The K2 children went to the Chinese Garden for their semestral outing.
They were amazed to see the bamboo trees and the fishes in the Fishes
Paradise.

Playtime

